
Plateau Photo Tours
Camera Policies – 2012: Storytellers Workshop

Camera/Lens Requirements for Plateau Photo Tours Storytellers Workshop

Due to government restriction, sensitivities, general paranoia, and our desire to run a clean 
and event-free tour for your enjoyment, we have sets some ground rules and suggestions at 
the request of our Tibet-based tourism partners.  These rules have origins in real events that 
have happened in the past that we certainly want to steer clear of so we can all enjoy 
ourselves.

Tibet is a beautiful place where tourism and photography are highly encouraged.  There are, 
however, some guidelines for enjoying Tibet as a photographer.  These guidelines are by no 
means politically driven but do help us avoid government involvement in any of our tours in the 
area.

Restrictions
◦ Absolutely no professional video equipment.  Small HD recording devices are 

allowed and encouraged.  However, anything that looks professional and is for 
video work is strictly prohibited by law in Lhasa.

◦ Absolutely no photographing police, military, or government officials while in 
Tibet.  If you are caught doing so there is a firm chance that your entire camera 
will be seized and you will be deported from the country.  Most police, military, 
and government are just normal people trying to do their jobs like you and I.  
Please, donʼt even act like you are going to take their picture.  The outside 
political climate projected upon Tibet is something that Chinese military officials 
and local Tibetans alike care very little for.  Unfortunately, this is projected onto 
photographers with big cameras.

◦ We ask that you try and keep lens lengths below 32cm in length (From camera 
body to end of lens hood).  To give you an idea, the Nikkor 70-200 w/ lens hood 
is approximately 28cm in length.  This is the physical length of the lens and has 
nothing to do with the focal length. 

Suggestions
◦ The less you look like a “professional photographer” in Lhasa, the better.  Last 

time I was in Lhasa I carried around two professional cameras and an 
professional sling system with a backpack, but was very much dressed like a 
civilian.  I walked by several armed military and police without any problems or 
drawing any attention.



◦ In heavily trafficked public places, try to avoid making a scene by demanding one 
person pose for you our attracting too much unnecessary attention.  Like in every 
location, blend in as much as possible.

Heads Up
◦ If you spend considerable time talking to local people in a central location in 

Lhasa, there is chance that a plain clothed police officer will ask you to move 
along.  This means nothing and is mostly due to crowd control.  If this occurs 
please do as they ask without arguing.

◦ Most of the Chinese in Tibet are good people trying to make a living.  Please 
keep that in mind as you visit the cities and Tibetan areas.

What this doesn't mean

While in Tibet, you by no means have to walk around on eggshells.  You are very welcome to 
be there by the Chinese Government.  All of our staff are trained to deal with whatever type of 
situation may arise.  We want you to be comfortable while in Lhasa, but we also have to 
manage our Tibetan partnerʼs concerns, which is something we care very much about.
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